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	With the expectation of greatly enhanced user experience, 3D video is widely perceived as the next major advancement in video technology. In order to fulfil the expectation of enhanced user experience, 3D video calls for new technologies addressing efficient content creation, representation/coding, transmission and display.


	Emerging Technologies for 3D Video will deal with all aspects involved in 3D video systems and services, including content acquisition and creation, data representation and coding, transmission, view synthesis, rendering, display technologies, human perception of depth and quality assessment.


	Key features:

	
		Offers an overview of key existing technologies for 3D video
	
		Provides a discussion of advanced research topics and future technologies
	
		Reviews relevant standardization efforts
	
		Addresses applications and implementation issues
	
		Includes contributions from leading researchers



	The book is a comprehensive guide to 3D video systems and services suitable for all those involved in this field, including engineers, practitioners, researchers as well as professors, graduate and undergraduate students, and managers making technological decisions about 3D video.
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Windows 7 and Vista Guide to Scripting, Automation, and Command Line ToolsQue, 2010

	Although this book has a brand new title, it is really an updated and revised second edition to Windows XP: Under The Hood.The first edition’s automotive-themed title came about because of a certain nostalgia that I felt and I know many people share: Don’t you long for the good-old days when you could pop the hood of your car and...
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Fast Data Processing with Spark - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Perform real-time analytics using Spark in a fast, distributed, and scalable way


	About This Book

	
		Develop a machine learning system with Spark's MLlib and scalable algorithms
	
		Deploy Spark jobs to various clusters such as Mesos, EC2, Chef, YARN, EMR, and so on
	
		This is a...
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Making Your Own TelescopeDover Publications, 2003
Complete, detailed instructions and numerous diagrams for constructing a do-it-yourself telescope. No complicated mathematics are involved, and no prior knowledge of optics or astronomy is needed to follow the text's step-by-step directions. Contents cover, among other topics, materials and equipment; tube parts and alignment; eyepieces, and...
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Closed Circuit Television, Third EditionNewnes, 2007

	Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) surveillance remains a growing industry in response to increased security threats, and whilst new developments have brought clearer images, digital recording and high speed data transmission, effective security systems still rely upon proper specification and installation by engineers with an in depth...
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Testing in ScalaO'Reilly, 2013

	
		If you build your Scala application through Test-Driven Development, you’ll quickly see the advantages of testing before you write production code. This hands-on book shows you how to create tests with ScalaTest and the Specs2—two of the best testing frameworks available—and how to run your tests in the Simple Build...
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Sams Teach Yourself Google Places in 10 Minutes (Sams Teach Yourself -- Minutes)Sams Publishing, 2010

	Sams Teach Yourself Google Places in 10 Minutes


	 Sams Teach Yourself Google Places in 10 Minutes gives you straightforward, practical answers when you need fast results. By working through its 10-minute lessons, you’ll learn how to claim your free Google Places business...
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